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With Back-to-School chaos fast approaching many of my girlfriends will
soon spend their mornings rushing
somewhere between walking the
dog(s), feeding and readying the kid(s),
readying themselves and running
out the door usually in a somewhat
frazzled state.
Without little people to account for myself, I can only imagine that whirlwind,
however as a Makeup Artist what I can
bring to the table is how to get face-fabulous in a flash, and I have two words
for you…multi-tasking!
Now, I had an ongoing fight with an
ex-boyfriend of mine about whether
multi-tasking was realistically possible.
He liked to call it efficient-sequential-processing, and though I was of
course loath to say it at the time, in
hindsight he was on to something.
In the morning when I’m throwing myself together, the reason I’m able to do
it quickly is because of multi-tasking,
or rather because of efficient-sequential-application!
So, with that in mind here are some
suggestions from my personal routine
to help shave off minutes from your
usual time.

PURGE & ORGANIZE

Doing a product purge means when it
comes to the crunch, you’re not rummaging around in a bottomless pit of
products. You’d be surprised how much
time is saved when you don’t have to
search for things.

WO R K W I T H I N YO U R
TIMEFRAME

Five, 10 and 15 minutes at the mirror
can all yield very different results so depending on what your timescale is ask
yourself this: What are the keys points
on my face that help me look and feel
the most put-together?
On a day-to-day basis, I get a full face
on in 10 to 15 minutes, but if I have
5 minutes and it’s bare-bones, I go
straight for under my eyes, my eyelashes and eyebrows.
For others it may be their skin and eyes;
if you have thick dark eyebrows and
eyelashes, you can focus elsewhere…see
where I’m going with this?
If you’re really pressed for time zoom in
on your key features and work on those
first. If you’ve time leftover to tweak
the rest then that’s a bonus, however if
I’ve less time I would rather focus on

what I know works best for me and do a
great job rather than a shoddy all-over
number that looks hurriedly applied.

D O N ’ T WA S H Y O U R
FA C E I N T H E M O R N I N G

Unless you battle with very oily or
acne-prone skin, all those great natural
oils your skin has released overnight
are a conditioning barrier that you strip
away by washing your face first thing.
Eliminating this step not only saves
time but I’ve also found my skin is in
better condition as a result.
Instead I use a facial spritz and when
my skin is on the drier side I like
Vichy’s Eau Thermale which is packed
with 15 beneficial minerals and antioxidants, or in the summer when my
skin is a little oilier Caudalie’s Organic
Grape Water is fantastic for tightening
and toning up my pores. While your
face is damp, massage in your favorite
moisturizer for a good-morning glow.

METHODOLOGY

This is where it gets personal, so think
of this as a template to riff-off and create your own routine.
On myself I use either my fingers or
a non-latex sponge wedge (the jumbo
size is perfect and they’re super cheap
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to buy at the drugstore). Whichever you choose, be sure to start with
squeaky-clean hands and anti-bacterial
soap (sometimes that can be the root
cause of a pesky and mysterious breakout you can’t figure out).

1 Mascara

Start with your eyes so the moisturizer
has time to soak in. Curl and apply
mascara working on alternate eyes,
not one eye at a time. That way
your mascara has a minute or two to
slightly dry which helps each coat
adhere to the last and gives you more
impact.
Also because your face is bare, you can
make a mess without ruining anything!
Maybelline Volum’ Express The
Falsie is great because it’s double-ended so you can use the little brush to hit
those bottom lashes when the top ones
are drying.

2 Concealer

Draw on 1-2 clicks of YSL’s Touche
Éclat under each eye where needed,
and DON’T RUB IT IN, LEAVE THE
STREAKS TO DRY OUT…trust me on
this.

3 Skin

It’s time for tinted moisturizer. Provided you’re not prolonging sun exposure
that day, one with an SPF 20 should
suffice.
For a dewy result I love Dermalogica
Sheer Tint SPF 20, which is brilliantly
buildable, and for a more velvety finish
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Tarte’s Amazonian Clay BB Tinted
Moisturizer with SPF 20 is a hard-working oil-free product to help reduce
redness and keep oilier skin mattified
(i.e., less oily and shiny).
Either way, I get hands-on and use my
fingers and/or the makeup sponge to
work it into my skin.
A good tip is once you have the product where you want it use the flat of
your fingers or the sponge to pat it into
the skin to avoid a cakey built-up look.
One or two applications is a personal
preference, but get it on and done so
you can move onto the next step giving
that time to dry down to a natural
finish.

4 Clean-Up

Your Mascara smudges have had
time to dry by now so go ahead and
use a cotton swab to clean that up, giving any makeup remover you use time
to dry. Tempting though it may be to
rub it in, leave the YSL concealer (from
step 2) alone!

5 Brows

I use Anastasia Beverly Hill’s Brow Wiz
in light short strokes to subtly fill in
any patches in my eyebrows. It doesn’t
need sharpening (also a time-saver!)
and is double-ended so you can simply
flip it to use the spooley to brush
through your brows.

6 Concealer

Now you’re ready to pat in the YSL
Touche Éclat (from step 2) under your
eyes. It’s had time to dry out a fair
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amount thereby giving better coverage
yet still providing luminosity.

7 Color

As the tinted moisturizer has now
dried down into the skin, I use
Elizabeth Arden Ceramide Cream
Blush with my fingers or the clean
side of the sponge on the apples of
my cheeks to give a gorgeous rosiness
that livens up the face.
Follow that with a slick of my summertime addiction, Carmindy & Co Kiss Me
Lip Butter in Rose Passion, which has
the yummiest feel and the best sheer
tint that suits everyone for a perfectly
juicy pucker.
And you’re done! I know your brain
might feel like scrambled eggs, but I
promise once you get this down you’ll
be done in 15 minutes flat, if not less.
The thing to remember is this:
Most product textures take time to
dry/adhere/soak in, and if you focus
on only one part of the face at a time
you’ll just be piling them one on
top of the other. Give each product
time to slightly set, work on something
else then come back to it and this
way you’ll be finished in no time
and everything will have already
had time to sit on the skin for the
best result.
Having a tight timeframe in the
morning doesn’t mean you have to
leave the house feeling less than fabulous. After all, we women are so good
at multi-tasking!

